
 
 
 

ADDENDUM 2 
RFP 02-1920 

SECURITY CAMERA SYSTEM(S) 
February 26, 2020 

 
  
This addendum addresses questions that have been asked regarding RFP 02-1920 
Security Camera System(s) and Questions and Answers from the Pre-Bid Meetings. 
 

BHC – Bullhead City Campus PreBid Meeting  2/11/2020    1:00 PM 
 
 
Building 200 – Student Services Area (Common Area) We are looking for an interior 
camera in this area.  No corridors, just the general area and the Student Services 
counter as well as traffic coming in the front door.   We would like to have one-way 
audio on the interior, if possible. 
 
There is only ONE entrance/exit to this campus.  We would like to have coverage of all 
traffic coming in.  We are again not looking for person identification or vehicle 
identification - just capture the person, the vehicle and license plate if possible. 
 
Main entrance to Student Services and Administration – faces coming in and 
exiting. Perhaps a single dome.  We would like to cover as best we can. 
 
Major Parking Lot – Would like to capture as best we can.  We do have fiber and 
copper to the buildings on the far end of the parking lot so we can come back from that 
direction also.  The entrance/exit we can also pull from one of these buildings.   
 
The parking lots here are a little different from Kingman.  We have this large parking lot, 
the smaller parking lot and a few little parking lots in between buildings.  Coverage of all 
parking lots as much as possible. 
 
Building 1000 – We recently just had an incident behind this building.  They drove up 
out of the desert and tried to get some equipment.  Maybe if we can get a camera at the 
Northwest corner of the building facing south so we can get the backside.  There are 
roll-up doors on the back.  Since this is an automotive building, we would really like 
coverage on the roll-ups as there is high dollar equipment.   
 
The good part is we have many buildings in this area so we can cover from many 
different angles.  All the corners on all these buildings are all accessible. 



 
Building 312 – There is a large amount of equipment on the ground.  There is chain-
link between building 312 and 300.  Right behind these is another area we really want to 
keep an eye on.  We have many drop ceilings and have complete access for cabling. 
 
The campuses main storage facility is located behind Building 312 and 300.  It is a 
gated facility, however it is vulnerable.  We want to make sure we get surveillance with 
2-sided cameras.  On the other side of this is a smaller quad with foot traffic. 
 
One our largest challenges is that we are backed up to the desert and we have people 
pulling up out of the desert to the facility.  As much as we can keep both forward and 
rear facing – we want to try to include that as much as possible. 
 
270 on the corner to get the parking lot or 360, there are a multitude of good 
possibilities, but we are looking for good saturation in this area. As much as possible. 
 
 Building 313 – future-welding building. High dollar value area with equipment. 
 
Back side of Administration (200) again, we have a back door here; we want to get 
traffic going in and out. The quad, we want to get as much traffic as possible.   
 
We have an outdoor theater/area that we try to utilize.  Big kudos to the maintenance 
crew, they keep all the trees up nice and high.  This was an area that I was a little 
concerned about, but for the most part, we have good visualization. So maybe a lower 
camera and higher camera.  The higher cameras might miss some of the lower stuff.  
We have many corners for cameras.  This is an area where we have many events and 
cameras will be invaluable so cover the common area as much as possible. 
 
Building 500 – This is the furthest back parking lot that we have, it is a little out of the 
way and backs up to the desert.  Therefore, we are relying on you to give us your best 
advice.  We have incidences where people come out of the desert, We are looking for 
as much coverage as possible of the parking lot and then into the desert.   
 
We have the 500, 700 and 800 buildings.  All of these buildings are classrooms and we 
need good general coverage and coverage of the parking lots.  In between the 
buildings, we have walkways that we want to cover as much as we can. 
 
Building 700 –Library and Gym.  This is one of the main areas of focus and we want 
extra external coverage with multiple camera coverage in on the buildings and area 
around the Library area. Coverage on the all door(s)/entrance/exits of all buildings and 
classrooms. 
 
Fitness Center (Gym) - This room provides its own challenges.  A very open space, 
room for higher cameras but there will be blocking from the lighting, etc.  This is pretty 
basic, we are not looking for anything backwards facing just interested in the general 
workout area. 
 



Library – We want to cover the common, general area.  We are not worried about the 
outsides, peripheral areas and offices, just the main common area and front desk with 
the entrance and exits.  Just a good general coverage. 
 
Peripheral parking lots on the sides and Building 1100.  This is the Legacy Building 
with another parking lot in front.  We need this building and parking lots to be covered 
full 360 degree. 
 
Building 900 – We need to have everything facing the college, we do not need to go 
out to the desert on the backside.  Between these two building we can cross-reference 
and can pull off 700 and 800 for data.   Real good spots for 270 or 360 cameras.  We 
have corridors between all the buildings and we want to capture that as much as 
possible. 
 
There is a marquee (sign) coming into the campus, but it is wireless. We do not have 
anything below the quads.  We may need to do a pull and trench but there is no data at 
the marquee. 
 
Q- On your network, are we to assume that we will be doing our own switches? And a 
sufficient number of counts. 
 

A- I would like to address this in a two-fold way.  I would like an entire dedicated 
network, however that may not always be the case and we may not have that 
kind of financial to do that.  We are not saturated in fiber.  There are only a few 
sections within the campuses that are saturated but we can go around. We have 
almost a complete circle of fiber.  In regards to ports, we are in the process of 
updated the switches,  We are in the process of really revamping and we have 
plenty of bandwidth across all campuses.   
 

Q- Do you have network connectivity between sites? 
 

A- Yes.  
 

Q- What is the manufacturer of switches that you have on your primary line. 
 

A- Currently they are Aruba.   
 

Q- Can we assume the alarm panels and fire suppression are the same on all four 
campuses? 
 

A- They may not be the exact same front panels, but you can assume that we have 
firelight on all four campuses and we have been assured that the code is the 
same on all panels. 

 
Almost every building has a fire alarm control panel. There are three buildings that are 
shared by one panel.  The fire alarm panel is not the big issue, the intrusion alarms.  
Half of the buildings have intrusion alarms and each has a control box and they work off 
of 4G communications. 
 



We would really like to see the intrusion alarms in the future, maybe a follow-up to this 
RFP connected to the security cameras, but that is further down the road. 
 
We would like to have a cloud facing live view monitor for the campus  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


